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	Gospel: Blessed are the empty, Jesus could have said. Blessed are the poor in Spirit. Blessed are those who hunger and thirst. Blessed are those who misunderstand - those who fail - those who fall, because they will be taught, mended, and filled. 

We serve a resurrected saviour. We serve a God who death could not defeat and if it is hard for us to credit some times - what our faith account seems empty, we come to the living Jesus and he will fill us with what we lack.

Jesus isn't shocked by our unfaithfulness - he planned for it. The disappointed disciples did not surprise him. He had prepared for it. And when our faith seems insufficient for the disappointment that we face, God meets us in Jesus and he fills that empty faith. Even our faith is an expression of his grace. 

The life of Jesus is confirmed by the presence of his Holy Spirit who continues to fill us on a daily basis. "Lord, we believe, please fill us when we lack belief - and he does."
	Mission: So here we are. This is the actual place - hard to believe if I'm being honest. We have the place, but we don't have the moment, and without both elements, it seems that there is something missing. It could leave us feeling empty, like Geraldo in Chicago at Capones empty vaults.

The truth is, we don't need this for our faith. This is not Mecca - there is nothing magical about our being here. We had faith before we came here, because the testimony of the living Jesus is enough for us. 

I remember a sermon by an old southern preacher that I heard once on cassette. He described a visit to this same spot, but he expressed some disappoint-ment. There were some people who said this place and there were some people who said that place, but one thing I know, he said. "They're both empty." And because this place is empty, our faith does not have to be. 

Emptiness is a common concept in the literature of spiritual formation. Buddhists tell the story of the teacup, that could not be filled until the arrogant man would empty it. Humility is something we affirm, even when its taught by Buddha. We too come to Jesus empty.

The difference is because he lives, we go away from Jesus filled. Jesus fills our empty faith and there is never any disappointment with it.
	Story: Do you remember when Geraldo Rivera opened the Al Capone vaults under the Lexington Hotel in Chicago. Something like 40 million television sets watched the workmen reveal one of the most collosal disappointments in popular American history. "I knew everyone in the news business would be watching, but as the evening wore on, I had an increasingly sinking feeling," he said. The vaults, except for a few beer bottles, was empty.

Disappointment leaves us empty. When you invest energy imagining something that fails to materialize, the absence of the thing you had invested in leaves an emotional void. 

I can only imagine the disappointment felt by the disciples after all they had invested. Peter and John approached the tomb - Mary had run ahead and when they got their they found it as empty as their hearts. No one saw the bright side. Even when Jesus presented himself in the flesh, they thought he was a gardener. Their emptiness was complete now, until Jesus filled it with his presence and with his truth.
	Preacher: Kent Anderson
	Date: May 10, 2018
	Text: John 20:1-18
	Big Idea: Jesus fills our empty faith.
	Theme: This is what Jesus does - he fills our empty faith.

1. Empty is our natural state. It shouldn't surprise us that Jesus' friends were so lacking in faith. The clues had been there, but they were unprepared to understand them (v.9). Why should they believe in something that the world had never seen. We are naturalists. We are scientists. Despite the many things that we have seen, this was asking too much. Empty is natural.

2. Jesus knew we needed to be filled. Jesus obviously understood the theological implications of his crucifixion. God knew how much we needed that he be raised to life. But more than that, God knew that we would be in need of proof. The rolled stone. The separated linen strips (where did Jesus find the gardener clothes?) - God offers reasons for our faith.

3. Jesus fills our empty faith. It is encouraging that we have this time before the asencion, which was clearly Jesus' goal (v.17). But in the meantime, Jesus meets with all of his disciples. He shows himself, to fill our empty faith and to encourage us in our disappointment. He knew how much that we would need it.

Our doubts are so easily funded - so many reasons to disbelieve. Faith calls for an emptying of our pretension. It calls for something only Jesus Christ could fill.


